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ABSTRACT: We successfully demonstrate an approach based
on linker fragmentation to create defects and tune the pore
volumes and surface areas of two metal−organic frameworks,
NU-125 and HKUST-1, both of which feature copper
paddlewheel nodes. Depending on the linker fragment
composition, the defect can be either a vacant site or a
functional group that the original linker does not have. In the
first case, we show that both surface area and pore volume
increase, while in the second case they decrease. The effect of
defects on the high-pressure gas uptake is also studied over a
large temperature and pressure range for different gases. We found that despite an increase in pore volume and surface area in
structures with vacant sites, the absolute adsorption for methane decreases for HKUST-1 and slightly increases for NU-125.
However, the working capacity (deliverable amount between 65 and 5 bar) in both cases remains similar to parent frameworks
due to lower uptakes at low pressures. In the case of NU-125, the effect of defects became more pronounced at lower
temperatures, reflecting the greater surface areas and pore volumes of the altered forms.

■ INTRODUCTION

Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are an attractive class of
porous materials on account of their relative simplicity and
increasing predictability in their construction.1−3 The reversible
nature of coordination bonds between organic linkers and
metal ions/clusters renders MOFs highly ordered crystalline
materials, which, in turn, results in high surface areas and pore
volumes.4−6 Such properties have proven to be useful in a wide
range of applications, including but not limited to gas
storage,7−10 gas separations,11−14 catalysis,15,16 electrochrom-
ism,17,18 and chemical sensing.19,20 The judicious selection of
building blocks, be it organic linkers or metal nodes, allows for
tremendous control over surface area and porosity, while new
synthesis techniques21 permit the incorporation of a wide
variety of functional groups into the framework. Although early
synthesis work focused on rather simple symmetrical organic
linkers, the field has transitioned to the use of extended organic
linkers in an effort to reach ever higher surface areas and pore
volumes, thereby increasing the capacity of MOFs, particularly
for gas storage purposes. Additionally, postsynthetic modifica-
tion (PSM)22−24 and solvent-assisted linker exchange
(SALE)23,25−29 have emerged as effective approaches for fine-
tuning the properties of MOFs for desired applications.
Unfortunately, linker modification/elaboration often results in
significant reductions in molecule-accessible surface areas and

pore volumes, with concomitant damage to MOF capacities for
gas storage.
Alternatively, mixed-linker approach has proven30−33 to be a

promising strategy in which cocrystallization or copolymeriza-
tion of at least two different organic building blocks results in
the formation of a network of mixed functionalities. An earlier
report by Matzger and co-workers demonstrated34,35 that
copolymerization of two structurally distinct linkers with
identical coordination sites produces a new material
(UMCM-1), properties of which outperform those obtained
from pure linkers. Yaghi group utilized36 the mixed-linker
approach to prepare a series of multivariate MOFs (MTV-
MOF-5) using linear linkers such as terephthalate and its
derivatives. More recently, Zhou and co-workers reported37 a
coassembly approach using NOTT-101/PCN-125. Moreover,
depending on the fragment used during cocrystallization, not
only are certain functional groups incorporated into the MOF,
pore environment is also altered as a result of linker
fragmentation. As an example, we have recently shown that it
is possible to tune the pore volume of a zirconium-based MOF,
UiO-66, from 0.4 cc/g to 1.0 cc/g continuously by replacing
dicarboxylic acid linker with acetic acid.38 In all approaches
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mentioned above, mixed linkers are incorporated into the
framework as a result of having identical coordination sites and
comparable reactivities.
The fact that parent frameworkwhich is solely made from

the linker componentis maintained in the mixed linker-
fragment approach makes this strategy promising to fine-tune
and/or maximize the gas sorption properties of MOFs that
already perform well. We envisioned that MOFs exhibiting rht
topology would be an ideal platform to explore the effects of
linker fragmentation on gas sorption properties since these
materials have been demonstrated5,39−46 to be promising in H2,
CH4, and CO2 storage at high pressures. The rht topology is a
(3,24)-connected network constructed from hexacarboxylic
acid linkers and paddlewheel-type metal nodes.47 The key
feature of this topology is that network interpenetration is not
allowed, thus resulting in high porosity and large surface areas.
Subsequently, when linker fragmentation strategy is employed,
the resulting frameworks would easily accommodate bulky
fragments in addition to the smaller analogues. In the former
case, interior decoration of the frameworks with bulky
functionalities could be achieved, whereas, in the latter case,
pore volume would be increased as a result of replacement of
the linker component with less bulkier fragments.
In this present work, we successfully employed (Figure 1)

the mixed linker-fragment approach using parent frameworks
NU-12548 with an rht topology and HKUST-1,49 both of which
have been reported50 as promising materials for CH4 and CO2
storage. Two different fragments, F1 (isophthalic acid) and F2
(5-perfluorobutylisophthalic acid), were utilized to obtain the
corresponding mixed linker MOFs NU-125-F1 and NU-125-
F2, respectively, while only F1 was used to modify the pore
environment of HKUST-1, resulting in a new structure
HKUST-1-F1. The preparation and characterization of the
resulting MOFs as well as the effect of linker fragmentation on
the porosity and the high-pressure gas (H2, CH4, and CO2)
uptake are described.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, both NU-125 and HKUST-1 are
promising materials for storage applications, and, therefore,
we decided to start with exploring the mixed linker-fragment
approach using isophthalic acid (F1) as a fragment in both
materials. The presence of isophthalic acid moieties within the
framework should result (Figure 1) in “defect” or “vacant” sites,
which could potentially increase the surface areas and pore
volumes. Since both NU-125 and HKUST-1 have been
recently shown50 to have record high methane uptakes, it
would be interesting to see if any small structural perturbation
in these MOFs can increase their methane uptake capacity
further. We also tested the possibility of incorporating bulky
fluorinated fragments into the NU-125 framework as an
example of pore functionalization.
Both NU-125 and HKUST-1 consist of copper paddlewheels

as the secondary building units. NU-125 has four different
cages with almost 11, 15, 16, and 24 Å diameters, whereas
HKUST-1 has small cages with diameters of 4, 10, and 11 Å.
Since both MOFs are relatively robust and stable, these
frameworks should be able to accommodate missing linkages.
The resulting frameworks were characterized by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD), 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy, and N2
adsorption measurements.
The synthesis of linker L was previously reported,48,51 and

both btc and F1 are commercially available. The fragment F2

carrying a perfluorobutyl chain was prepared using a procedure
modified from the literature and detailed in the Supporting
Information. General synthetic scheme for the synthesis of
mixed linker-fragment MOFs using NU-125 as the parent
framework involves (Figure 1a) the solvothermal reaction
between Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O and a mixture of L and the
fragment F1 or F2 in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at 80
°C. Similarly, for HKUST-1 as the parent framework (Figure
1b), a mixture of Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O, linker btc, and F1 was
mixed in DMF and kept at 80 °C to obtain a teal-colored
crystalline material. Varying feed ratios (fragment/linker) were
examined (see the Supporting Information) to maximize the
incorporation of fragments without altering the structure of the
parent frameworks, as monitored by PXRD.
We determined that the optimum feed ratio for fragment F1

was 3:1 (NU-125-F1), whereas that for F2 was 2:1 (NU-125-
F2), in which PXRDs remained (Figure 2a) unchanged when
compared to NU-125. The degree of fragment incorporation in
the resulting frameworks, after washing the as-synthesized
materials thoroughly with DMF, was determined (see the
Supporting Information) using 1H NMR spectroscopy after
digesting the crystals in a mixture of deuterated dimethyl
sulfoxide and deuterated hydrochloric acid (DMSO-d6/DCl).
The appearance of fragment peaks (F1 and F2) in addition to

Figure 1. (a) The structural formula of linker L and its two possible
fragments; isophthalic acid (F1) and 5-perfluorobutylisophthalic acid
(F2) and the representative illustration of the mixed linker-fragment
MOFs NU-125-F1 and NU-125-F2 obtained using the single-crystal
X-ray structure of the parent framework NU-125. The incorporation
of fragments results in the missing linkages (represented by red
circles) between copper paddlewheels, and, therefore, it either
increases the pore volume as in NU-125-F1 or creates functionalized
pores as in the case of NU-125-F2. (b) The representative structure of
HKUST-1-F1, generated by using the single-crystal X-ray structure of
HKUST-1, incorporating the fragment F1. The inclusion of F1 into
the parent HKUST-1 structure leads to the occurrence of missing
copper paddlewheels (represented by blue circles) as opposed to
linker fragmentation. Most likely, the distribution of these defect sites
(red or blue circles) is random in the resulting mixed linker-fragment
MOFs.
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that of linker L in the 1H NMR spectrum illustrates (Figure 2a)
the presence of fragments in NU-125-F1 and NU-125-F2.
Furthermore, 19F NMR spectroscopy was applied to demon-
strate the incorporation of F2 into the NU-125-F2 (Supporting
Information, Figure S5). Different degrees of fragment
incorporation can be explained by different reactivities of
these two distinct fragments. The possibility of mixed phases
formed separately by pure linker and pure fragment were ruled
out since the pure fragment forms a completely different
structure, as evidenced by PXRD (Supporting Information,
Figure S3). Surface attachment of fragments was also
considered; however, control experiments revealed (Supporting
Information, Figure S6) that when the parent framework was
soaked into a DMF solution of F1 or F2, no fragment
incorporation or attachment was observed by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. In the case of HKUST-1-F1, a feed ratio (F1/
btc) of 2:1 was found (Supporting Information, Figure S7) to
be optimal for the incorporation of F1 into the HKUST-1
parent framework. The PXRD pattern of HKUST-1-F1 agrees
(Figure 2b) well with that of HKUST-1, indicating that (at this
feed ratio) the incorporation of F1 does not alter the structure
of parent framework and remains isostructural. 1H NMR
spectroscopy also revealed the peaks associated with F1
protons, which were compared to that of btc to determine
the ratio between fragment and linker in the crystals. In all
cases, as the feed ratio is increased, higher incorporation of
fragment into the framework is also achieved (see the
Supporting Information). The formation of a mixed linker-
fragment structure rather than a mixture of two different phases
is most likely a result of similar reactivities of linkers (L and

btc) and fragments (F1 and F2) examined here. Therefore,
fragments cannot be distinguished during the crystallization
process and are included in the resulting frameworks.
To demonstrate the effect of the linker fragmentation on

porosity and surface area, we compared the nitrogen isotherms
of the mixed linker-fragment MOFs with that of respective
parent structures (see Figure 3). The details of the pore
volume/surface area analysis are given in the Supporting
Information (see Figures S9−S16). In the case of NU-125-F1,
we expected an increase in both pore volume and surface area
since the central part of the linker L is removed upon
incorporation of fragment F1. Indeed, this was the case, as
shown in Figure 3a. The pore volume and surface area are
increased by 15% from 1.30 cc/g and 3225 m2/g (for NU-125)
to 1.45 cc/g and 3680 m2/g. For NU-125-F2, we expect a
decrease in the pore volume and surface area as fragment F2
introduces additional functional groups into the pores. Figure
3b shows that the pore volume of NU-125-F2 is 1.05 cc/g,
about 20% decrease from 1.30 cc/g for the parent NU-125.
Interestingly, the surface area decreased to 2380 m2/g from
3225 m2/g, roughly a 37% decrease. These results suggest that
we successfully incorporated the fragments F1 and F2 into the
structure and tuned both pore volumes and surface areas along
with introducing functional groups in the pores. Similar to that
of NU-125-F1, HKUST-1-F1 has an increased pore volume of
0.85 cc/g from 0.78 cc/g (parent HKUST-1) upon fragment

Figure 2. (a) PXRD patterns of NU-125-F1 and NU-125-F2 obtained
from feed ratios (fragment/linker) of 3:1 and 2:1, respectively, as well
as the parent framework NU-125. Both patterns are in good
agreement with that of NU-125, indicating that they are isostructural
to the parent material. The presence of fragments F1 and F2 and the
degree of their incorporation were determined by 1H NMR
spectroscopy of intentionally dissolved samples. (b) The PXRD
pattern of HKUST-1-F1 is also in good agreement with the simulated
pattern of the parent framework HKUST-1. The 1H NMR
spectroscopy also revealed the incorporation of F1 into HKUST-1-
F1. Crystals were washed with DMF thoroughly and then digested in
DMSO-d6/DCl before acquiring the 1H NMR spectra.

Figure 3. (a) N2 isotherms of NU-125-F1 at feed ratios (F1/L) of 3:1
(red), 1:1 (blue), and 0:1 (black, parent NU-125). The pore volumes
(cc/g) and surface areas (m2/g) are also indicated. (b) Same as above
but for NU-125-F2. (c) Same as above but for HKUST-1. Closed and
open symbols represent adsorption and desorption branches,
respectively.
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incorporation. The surface area is also increased to 2035 m2/g
from 1850 m2/g, as shown in Figure 3c.
Since HKUST-1 is the current record holder for volumetric

methane uptake,50,52 it is interesting to see if the 10% increase
in the pore volume and surface area in HKUST-1-F1 will
further increase the methane uptake of HKUST-1. To check
this hypothesis, we measured room temperature gas uptakes for
various gases including H2, N2, CH4, and CO2. The results are
shown in Figure 4. Despite the 15% increase in pore volume

and surface area for NU-125-F1, its high-pressure gas uptake
properties were found to be very similar to those of parent NU-
125, which are shown as red lines in Figure 4. The only
difference appears at high pressures, indicating that the
additional surface area created by F1 incorporation has weak
binding sites that are not populated at low pressures.
Interestingly, the F1-substitution has the largest effect on the
maximum CO2 uptake, which increases from to ∼25 mmol/g to
∼30 mmol/g at 30 bar. As expected, the incorporation of
fragment F2 in NU-125-F2 significantly decreases its gas
uptake capacities, as shown in Figure 4b. We should note that
our goal here was to show that we could incorporate functional
groups in NU-125 (in this case perfluorobutyl chains). One can
imagine that another fragment moiety, which has, for instance,
dangling amine (−NH2) groups instead of a perfluorobutyl
chain, could be used to tune the CO2 capture properties of NU-
125.
Interestingly, the 10% increase in the pore volume and

surface area in HKUST-1 upon F1 incorporation had
apparently a much larger effect on its gas uptake properties
(Figure 4c) when compared to NU-125-F1. The maximum
high-pressure uptakes for CH4 and N2 are actually lower by 6%
and 14% in HKUST-1-F1 compared to parent HKUST-1. This
suggests that, with the incorporation of F1 in the pores, we are
removing copper paddlewheel clusters to create defect sites
and, therefore, decreasing the number of gas adsorption sites
with higher binding energy or increasing the optimal pore size
for methane. It seems that the additional pore volume/surface
area created by F1 does not provide strong binding sites for
CH4 and N2 at room temperature. In the case of CO2, the total
isotherm measured on HKUST-1 with F1 fragment is initially

lower than that measured in the parent sample (Figure 4c); at
high pressures, the isotherms cross each other, and we get a
slight increase in the total uptake for HKUST-1-F1 compared
to parent HKUST-1. Since the CO2−host interaction is larger
compared to N2 and CH4, it can take advantage of the
additional surface area and pore volume at high pressures.
In the context of methane storage, in addition to achieving

high methane uptake, another important factor to consider is
the working capacity, which can be defined as the deliverable
amount of methane between 65 bar (upper storage pressure)
and 5 bar (lower pressure limit at which the natural gas engine
operates). Hence, we checked the working capacity of HKUST-
1-F1 shown in Figure 4c and obtained ∼9.6 mmol/g (i.e.,
12.9−3.3 mmol/g), which is interestingly the same as parent
HKUST-1 (i.e., 13.5 mmol/g (at 65 bar) − 3.9 mmol/g (at 5
bar)). This is a nice demonstration that by weakening the initial
CH4 binding energy, it is possible to retain the working capacity
even though the total capacity is decreased as a net effect of F1
incorporation. To get a better feeling of the nature and
concentration of the copper paddlewheel clusters, we created
(see the Supporting Information) simple models of HKUST-1-
F1 by removing one and two Cu2(CO2)4 clusters from the
parent HKUST-1 conventional cell. The calculated pore
volume and surface area values suggest that we have
approximately two Cu2(CO2)4 clusters missing in the conven-
tional unit cell, which has 24 Cu2(CO2)4 clusters in a perfect
HKUST-1 structure. Using the crystal density of this defective
structure, we estimated that the volumetric working capacity of
HKUST-1-F1 is also very similar to parent HKUST-1.
To get a better insight into the nature of adsorption sites and

interactions as a result of linker fragmentation in NU-125, we
also studied CH4, CO2, and H2 uptake properties over wide
temperature and pressure ranges. The absolute isotherms for
NU-125-F1 are shown in Figure 5. The temperature-dependent
isotherms for NU-125-F2 along with other excess isotherms are
shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S17−22). As
illustrated in Figure 5, even though the room temperature
uptakes are very similar to those of parent NU-125, the
difference between NU-125 and NU-125-F1 becomes more
evident at lower temperature. This behavior is a result of
additional pore volume and surface area available in NU-125-
F1 that is occupied at lower temperatures. The CH4 isotherm at
125 K was collected up to the saturation pressure. The
maximum adsorption at the saturation pressure (34.8 mmol/g)
yields a pore volume of 1.43 cc/g, which is slightly lower than
the nitrogen pore volume of 1.45 cc/g (Supporting
Information, Figure S16). Similarly, we measured the saturation
isotherm of CO2 at 220 K and obtained 38.1 mmol/g and
Vpore(CO2) = 1.44 cc/g. These results suggest that both CO2
and CH4 can access the same pores in NU-125-F1 that N2
accesses at 77 K despite their larger kinetic diameters. It may be
that introducing defects by linker fragmentation favorably
assists the kinetics and diffusion of gas molecules. Finally, in the
case of H2, we note that at temperatures above 150 K, the
isotherms from parent and mixed linker-fragment MOFs are
almost the same, again reflecting weak H2−surface interactions.
The difference between NU-125-F1 and parent NU-125 starts
to appear below 100 K and reaches the maximum in the
isotherm measured at 30 K where the temperature is low
enough to adsorb H2 molecules in all available pores/surfaces.
We also extracted isosteric heats of adsorption (Qst) from the

temperature-dependent total adsorption isotherms (see the
Supporting Information for details) and summarized the results

Figure 4. Total gas uptake for various gases at room temperature for
(a) NU-125-F1, (b) NU-125-F2, and (c) HKUST-1-F1. The red
curves show the isotherms for the parent MOFs, i.e., NU-125 (a, b)
and HKUST-1 (c).
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in Figure 6. For H2, a weakly interacting gas molecule, the value
of Qst in the low-loading limit is insensitive to linker-fragment
incorporation and is around 5 kJ/mol. At higher loadings,
however, we see smaller Qst values: 2.9 kJ/mol (at 25 mmol/g
loading) for NU-125-F2 and 3.5 kJ/mol for NU-125-F1,
compared to 4.0 kJ/mol for the parent NU-125. The situation
is very different for CH4. The Qst for NU-125-F1 is the lowest
among the three MOFs and is roughly constant at ca. 14 kJ/
mol. The initial Qst for parent NU-125 and NU-125-F2 is
almost the same, around 16 kJ/mol. The lower and almost
constant Qst for NU-125-F1 results in slightly lower uptake at

low pressures when compared to parent NU-125, whereas
additional surface area and pore volume in NU-125-F1
increases the uptake at higher pressures, therefore resulting in
a gravimetric working capacity very similar to NU-125. At high
loading, NU-125 has a higher Qst value than that of both NU-
125-F1 and NU-125-F2, which is around 13.5 kJ/mol. In the
case of CO2, which has much stronger interactions than H2 and
CH4, the Qst for NU-125-F2 is actually higher at both initial
and higher loadings, suggesting that perfluorobutyl chain on the
fragment F2 serves to increase the CO2−MOF interactions. On
the other hand, for NU-125-F1, the change in Qst is negligible
at initial and lower loadings.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
For two promising MOFs NU-125 and HKUST-1, based on
copper paddlewheel clusters, we find that a “linker
fragmentation” approach to composition modulation variation
is effective for creating defects and for tuning pore volumes and
surface areas. We implemented the approach in either of two
ways. For the first, depending on the identity of the parent
linker, incorporation of the fragment (isophthalic acid) leads to
missing linkages between copper paddlewheels, or it can
eliminate a copper paddlewheel cluster. Therefore, the
incorporation of this fragment creates defects and increases
both the surface area and pore volume. In the second case, the
fragment (5-perfluorobutylisophthalic acid) carries a sterically
demanding functional group. Its incorporation reduces the pore
volume and surface area but provides a means for introducing
new functionalities and binding sites for gas adsorption. We
studied the effect of defect creation on high-pressure gas
adsorption properties. In the case of HKUST-1, where both
gas−copper metal and gas−framework interactions are
important due to small size of cages, the net effect of defect
creation is to decrease the total adsorption, even though both
the surface area and pore volume are increased. There is
essentially zero change, however, in the working capacity for
CH4 storage. In the case of NU-125, where the cages are
comparatively large, the effect of defects on the total adsorption
is negligible at room temperature; the defects engender
substantial increases only at lower temperatures. However, for
CO2, which interacts more strongly with the MOF than does
either H2 or CH4, the introduction of defect sites seems to
increase the total uptake, even at room temperature. These
results shed light on the nature of gas adsorption in MOFs and
how it can be controlled/tuned by intentionally introducing
defects. It seems reasonable to expect that defect creation by
linker fragmentation will prove effective in usefully altering the
sorption properties of other MOFs. Finally, we note if the
parent linker is expensive and the fragment is not, then the
linker fragmentation approach could potentially reduce the cost
of higher pore volumes and surface areas.
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Figure 6. Comparison of isosteric heats of adsorption (Qst) as a
function of gas loading in mmol/g for NU-125 (black), NU-125-F1
(red), and NU-125-F2 (blue).
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